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shrinkpacker and traypacker

Aragon


Every detail thought through to be able to meet all requirements. With the shrinkpacker & trayacker ARAGON the most diverse product types can be packed either only in stretch film or as tray and film. ARAGON is a machine for the high power range and achieves a peak performance of up to 100 cycles per minute. Due to its modular design, the machine is very flexible and offers through the use of sliding doors a very good accessibility of the work area. This guarantees low downtimes and high machine availability. Furthermore, this simplifies and simplifies the format change significantly. Both glass and PET containers and metallic products such as e.g. cans are processed at a consistently high speed. The high-performance shrink tunnel integrated into the machine with very low energy consumption ensures a perfect packaging result. The conveyor belt in the shrink tunnel allows a perfect shrinking.
	



details




	Up to 100 cycles per minute
	packaging options
	Only foil
	Only tray
	Tray + foil
	Pad + foil



		  




options




	Second film roll holder for even faster film change
	Two or three-line processing for small containers
	Processing of targeted foil
	90 ° inlet of individual containers and bottles

Special versions and special sizes on request!
		  




Downloads
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any questions?

don't hesitate to contact us
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T. Weinmann			



Thomas Weinmann

Tel. +49 7141 /141 56 36

Mail:t.weinmann@atlanta-deutschland.de














You wish a non-binding and free offer?

Please complete all required (*) fields.





Mandatory field first name*






Mandatory field name*






Mandatory field company*






Mandatory field street*






Mandatory field zip/city*






Mandatory field phone*






Mandatory field email*









product          





count          
1
2
3
4
5
10
15
20
25
30
40
50






model Sfera          
select model
Sfera
Sfera Easy






model Synthesi          
select model
Synthesi
Synthesi Transpallet






model Mytho          
select model
Mytho Easy
Mytho
Mytho Auto
Mytho Station






Ausführung Mytho-A          
select model
Mytho-A
Mytho-A Doppelkopf (double headed)






model Lybra          
select model
Lybra Easy
Lybra
Lybra Auto
Lybra Station






model Revolution          
select model
Revolution LS
Revolution HS
Revolution HD
Revolution LS Doppelkopf (double headed)






model Omega          
select model
Omega
Omega Doppelkopf (double headed)






model Kartonaufrichter          
select model
F2000
F2008
F2010






model handle applying          
select model
single lane
double lane






model Hubi          
select model
Europalette
Düsseldorfer Halbpalette (DHP)






model handles          
select model
standard
pre-assembled handles with paper
pre-assembled handles with polypropylen
pre-assembled with soft handle






selected options          
 




message/questions          
 



Don't fill this field	Don't fill this fieldDon't fill this field


senden



    







some of our clients..

Coca-Cola // Pepsi // SAB Miller // Heineken // Carlsberg, AB Inbev // Pepsico // Dematic // Krones // KHS // Sidel // Nestle // Danone // Unilever // Rhenser // Spaten Franziskaner // Weihenstephan // Erdinger // Pomona Kellerei // Aqua Römer ..












Atlanta Deutschland GmbH

Kammererstraße 18
71636 Ludwigsburg - DE

Tel: +49 7141 /141 56 - 10
Fax: +49 7141 /141 56 - 30

Mail: info@atlanta-deutschland.de





social media



	Instagram
	Youtube















callback-service




Mandatory field name*






Mandatory field Company*






Mandatory field phone*





Don't fill this field	Don't fill this fieldDon't fill this field


send
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Cookies

We use cookies to personalize content and ads, to provide social media features and to analyze traffic to our website. We also share information about your use of our website with our social media, advertising and analytics partners. Our partners may combine this information with other data that you have provided to them or that they have collected as part of your use of the Services.
                    


Accept all
Deny all
Privacy settings



Essenziell

technically necessary cookies, which are a prerequisite for the functionality of the system and cannot be rejected.
                                                                    

Contao HTTPS CSRF Token
Protects against cross-site request forgery attacks.
                                                                                    
Retention period: This cookie only lasts for the current browser session.







PHP SESSION ID
Saves the current PHP session.
                                                                                    
Retention period: This cookie only lasts for the current browser session.









Save selection





More Infos
                                    data protection (de)







